
P6/6R 2014 HELPFUL NOTES

Aloha! The end of the cycle is here with this years’ P6/6R. It is completely different from years past but 
the good news is that it is still an “automatic” PC. The city pairings are now Frankfurt (Hahn) and Frankfurt 
(Main), from hereon referred to as Hahn & Main. TAC works throughout the entire session and it’s all 
relatively painless with a few curveballs thrown in which I’ll cover. Once again, thanks to the few who went 
before me and passed along some helpful gen. These notes should be quite comprehensive and 
incorporate everything I could gather from previous sessions but most of the content comes from my 
session. Once again, I do need to stress that these notes are for MY personal use only and a written 
account of what happened on MY session for my reference in the future. They are not to be used as a 
study-guide to “pass” the P6/6R and are in no way a substitute for the company books and manuals that 
should always be referenced to. These notes are my private and independent property and have not been 
published or posted by myself on any public domain or websites.

QUESTIONS
Some bad news first. There were a few completely new AWO questions which I couldn’t get my hands on 
– mostly dealing with contaminated runway depths and how they affect RTOW output. If you get them, 
just try your best. They’re not very difficult. The good news is all the other “old” AWO and Icing questions 
are also there (See * Editor’s Note at the end of these notes.) One new mandatory question came up 
though and goes as follows:
Question: The code “82490594” appears in your METAR aeronautical report. What does it refer to, what 
does it mean and how would you decode it?
Answer: It refers to the runway report. If you want to know what each digit means, the answer and decode 
should be found in the AERAD guide. But for those of you with iPhones (sorry Android users) – if you 
haven’t already – download the free useful pilot APP called “PToolbox.” It looks like this:

Select the “Rwy Report” option and plug in the 8-digits, voila! There’s your answer:

  

Don’t ask me why they are making us do this on our PC. After a myriad of other questions which should 
again mostly be covered in the document attached, it’s off to the sim. Brief all your departures/approaches 
in the briefing room to save time in the sim.

PC SESSION
You will need the following Navtech charts for the PC session:



FRANKFURT (Hahn) - EDFH/HHN

-  Port Pages 

-  10-1 AERODROME 

-  30-5 SID RWY 03 RNAV GPS/FMS Overlay (For F/O session) 

-  30-8 SID RWY 21 RNAV GPS/FMS Overlay (For Captain session) 

-  50-1 ILS RWY 03 (For F/O session) 

-  50-2 ILS RWY 21 (For Captain session) 
FRANKFURT (Main) – EDDF/FRA 

-  Port Pages 

-  10-2 AERODROME Overview 

-  50-4 ILS RWY 07R (Capt. may need this chart just for regulatory autoland practice 
at end of session) 

-  50-14 RNAV (GPS) Z RWY 07C (For F/O session) 

-  50-16 RNAV (GPS) Z RWY 07R (For Captain session) 

CAPTAIN PC SESSION
The Captain goes first. The aircraft should be setup facing northwest on Taxiway F in Hahn, holding short 
of Runway 21. We stuck the ILS 21 frequency 111.3/212 in the NAV RAD for guidance. It’s LVO and a 
LEFT turn onto the runway (small stuff like this can make or break your PC!) Follow the plasticized charts 
to get you in an expeditious flow. Check weather and note LVO in force. Time of day was dusk – we 
configured for night mode but with LVO didn’t use the landing lights for departure or landing but strobes 
were ON. Temperature is only +5oC so icing conditions exist but there is no need for engine run-up 
requirements. The temperature remains at +5oC for the entirety of both sessions. RVR’s were given at 
200m so a quick check with the Port Pages shows you are good to go. Check the RVR’s again for any 
changes just before lining up on the runway. Follow the checklist flows until engine start and you should 
get a cheat start. Remember to turn on EAI after the start. Flight control checks were done at the hold 
short line since you’re parked there already. We simulated holding off on setting the flaps to takeoff 
position (Flaps 5 for Captain takeoff, Flaps 15 for F/O takeoff) until we were ready just because of LVO 
and icing conditions. When ready for takeoff, one last RVR check showed still within limits, takeoff 
alternate not required. Cleared for takeoff on the RUDUS 6L departure, first stop height 5000’. Take note 
of the COM note on the SID telling you to contact Langen RAD on 125.6 immediately after takeoff. You 
won’t be asked to switch. 
On the first takeoff roll, we noticed unusual airframe vibration prior to 80 kts. It became more pronounced 
as speed increased. TIRE PRESS appeared on the EICAS at approx. 80 kts and reject the takeoff if you 
hadn’t done so sooner. Call “STOP” and don’t forget to disconnect the AUTOTHROTTLE, ensure 
maximum braking and the speedbrake lever comes up – ours didn’t. Use reverse as necessary – I didn’t. 
F/O make “STOPPING” call to tower and if you can squeeze in the “70 KNOTS” call you’re a champ. We 
notified the tower that we were stopping on the runway. Did some trouble shooting with the TIRE PRESS 
msg and a quick peek of the Gear synoptic page showed that all the tires on the right hand bogey had 
deflated. LOL. We decided we wouldn’t taxi off the runway. Since no other threat existed and it was a low 
speed RTO, a normal PA was made to the passengers as per the ‘new’ procedures. Fault was cleared 
and RTO exercise complete.

Reposition back to threshold Runway 21 for another takeoff. Same conditions. Cleared for takeoff. Takeoff 
normal from V1, VR and V2. At V2 out of the corner of your eye on the EICAS you will notice [] FIRE ENG 
L/R. The warning bell is inhibited initially but soon after you’re airborne you’ll get all the bells and whistles. 
Since it’s “just” an engine fire you won’t get any major yaw or directional swing. The motor is still turning. 



Call the failure and “Check – Standby.” Autopilot in at 200’ since this is an automatic PC. Don't forget to 
cancel the red Master Warning switch when it appears and silence the bell. 400’ “Confirm the Failure” and 
accomplish the “FIRE ENG L/R Memory Items.” On the Captain’s session the FIRE message went out 
after firing the first bottle. On the F/O’s session both bottles had to be fired to extinguish the fire. (Note: 
After firing a fire bottle ALWAYS call the EICAS “BOTTLE 1/2 DISCH ENG” when you see the message 
as this is your only indication that the bottle has actually been discharged. If you don’t see this message, 
fire the other bottle.) With the engine secure and all cleaned up at a safe altitude, select VNAV ENG OUT 
and fly away nicely with the automatics in, TAC working great. Level at 5000.’ I added extra thrust on the 
live engine for better performance. It’s not required or necessary but if you decide to press the TO/GA 
switch for more thrust, don’t forget to reselect LNAV/VNAV after. Don't forget the AFTER TAKEOFF 
CHECKLIST. By now you should have declared your MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY with Langan Radar 
and state your intentions. We gave a quick STAR briefing to the ISM using the “Attention ISM to the 
interphone” x 2 call. Planned to return for landing at Hahn.

Check weather. Plan for LVO ILS Rwy 21 in Hahn. Expect radar vectors to final approach. Port Page 3 in 
Hahn shows Rwy 21 the only landing LVO runway. Some guys got RVR350 which meant CAT 3B was 
available with reversion all the way to CAT 2. Some guys got RVR200 which only offered reversion to 
CAT 3A so double check your weather and RVR’s carefully. We were given RVR350 so we planned for 
CAT 3B with reversion to CAT 2. As you’re vectored around at 5000, the transition altitude (TA) is low and 
you may get a climb to FL70 just to make things busy for you switching between QNH and STD. Deal with 
it. During the vectors, at some stage you will get an [] AUTO-THROTTLE L/R (on the engine that is 
running). Run the ECL and all it tells you is to turn off the auto- throttle arm switch. It’s MANUAL THRUST, 
engine-inop from here on until the end of your session. Two things to remember: You can no longer plan 
for CAT 3B landing so reset your minimums to CAT 3A (Radio 50). Also, during a go-around, since you 
are now manual thrust, there’s an extra “mode call” you’ll have to make which I’ll discuss later below. If 
this isn’t busy enough, you MAY be advised (well, we were at least) that Hahn is now CAT 2 only. You’re 
well above 1000’ so once again, check to see if your RVR’s are compatible and now reset CAT 2 
minimums (Radio 107). Cleared for the approach. Note the high airport elevation 1,649.’ Make it 1,700’ 
and use this figure to add to whatever ‘gates’ you use to meet your stabilized approach criteria – or 
configure on distance. Up to you. Expect to go-around due nil sighting.

During go-around, remember, you are manual thrust. So still press the TO/GA switches but now manually 
increase the thrust. The call now is a huge mouthful: “GO AROUND, FLAPS 5, SET THRUST, LNAV, TO/
GA, AUTOPILOT.” Sheesh...that’s 9 words...15 syllables! Ridiculous! PM, don’t forget the “POSITIVE 
RATE” call to prompt “Gear Up.”

Since you are engine-inop you cannot use VNAV for the go-around so at 1000’ acceleration height open 
the speed window and bug-up plus 80. (Note: the airport info charts do say noise abatement acceleration 
height is 1500’ but since you’re MAYDAY etc. we kept 1000’ as acceleration height for all the approaches. 
It’s even programmed in the FMC as that). Once clean, select FL/CH and you will need to manually press 
the CLB/CON switch to get CON thrust. TO/GA thrust (in the ER sim) is approx. 100.3% N1 and CON 
thrust is approx 98% N1 so you will have to MANUALLY slightly tweak the thrust levers back to achieve 
CON thrust. Don’t forget the AFTER TAKEOFF CHECKLIST. [] FUEL IMBALANCE may appear anytime – 
you have plenty of time to deal with it so don’t just “leave it open.” Take care of it and get the fuel 
balanced after checking and confirming that there is no fuel leak.

Check the weather once more and Hahn weather will drop below required minimums and eventually 
close. State intentions. Divert to Main. Change the destination in the ROUTE Page. Check Main weather. 
ILS is NOTAM “on test” and the approach given to the Captain will be RNAV (GPS) Z Rwy 07R. Expect 
radar vectors to RIED (RID) VOR to take up the published HOLD which can be found on the 50-16 
approach plate. Setup the hold, inbound 246/R turns, Germany PANS OPS max holding speed is 230 kts 
which you should be pretty much spot on. Brief the approach and run all the necessary checklists. At 
some stage in this whole vectoring and setup process you can expect a HYDRAULIC problem. Very 
simple. [] HYD PRESS PRI L/R (on your OPERATING engine of course). Run the ECL and make sure 
you turn off the correct PRIMARY PUMP switch. Take note of the note: “Thrust reverser on the affected 
side may be inoperative.” Although it says “may” be inoperative, for all intents and purposes during the 
session consider it inop. Brief this. Upon landing you would still click the thrust reverser into the idle 
detent but not use it. You may or may not enter the hold. We didn’t. From RID cleared for the RNAV 
(GPS) Z Rwy 07R approach. Fly it in LNAV/VNAV being mindful of manual thrust. Airport elevation is only 



364’ in Main but still something to be aware of. Remember to use the profile height checks in the table at 
the bottom right of the approach plate and not the ones on the plan view as those spot height checks are 
for LNAV only. You should use LNAV/VNAV minimums. – At approximately 1600’ descending nicely on the 
VNAV PTH profile you can now expect to see a [] GPS on the EICAS. Equipment degradation. You are 
not visual and you need the GPS so GO-AROUND. Again, the same mouthful call above. You are above 
1000’ already so you can accelerate as soon as practicable. Clean up once again and before you can 
access the [] GPS ECL the fault will have cleared itself. Once again don’t forget the AFTER TAKEOFF 
CHECKLIST. Most likely the [] FUEL IMBALANCE checklist will appear if it’s still ‘open.’ Acknowledge it if 
need be. Once again, check weather and request vectors for the same approach. We were vectored this 
time to the IF waypoint DF277. This time, nothing abnormal will happen. Winds are slight 120/10 from the 
southeast. You will be visual in plenty of time. Note: Runway spacing between 07C and 07R is VERY 
close. You are landing 07R!! When you get visual you’ll be tempted to maneuver to 07C on the left side. 
Remind yourself to land on the RIGHT (right side and correct side) runway! There is a runway waypoint in 
the legs page so F/D can stay on. Disconnect A/P. PAPI’s on the left side and fly them down, manual 
thrust to landing – remember no reverse thrust available on the operating engine but still put it in the idle 
detent. Stop when your checker tells you to stop – meaning, taxi off the runway if you must. That being 
said, we stopped on the runway. Captain’s PC session complete.

• Captains only: You need to have an LVO automatic landing during your session so most likely at the end 
of your session you’ll be setup for a 6NM final ILS Runway 07R at Main. Hence you need the Main chart 
50-4. Set the appropriate minimums from the Main Port Page 9. Ours was CAT 2 only so Radio 101. On 
query of the NOTAM regarding the ILS 07R “on test” we were told that localizer fluctuation has been a 
problem during the rollout so you WILL NEED to disconnect the A/P once the nose wheel touches down 
on the runway. It’s all flown with automatics until the rollout as just mentioned. That’s all. Just regulatory.

F/O PC Session

The good thing is the F/O’s session format is exactly identical to the Captain’s except for a few minor 
points so there won’t be much to cover. Some of the changes are as follows.
The F/O begins at Hahn also facing northwest on Taxiway B1. It’s a RIGHT turn onto Runway 03. 
Weather and visibility is markedly better. Not really LVO but icing conditions still exist. Make sure EAI is 
on. F/O’s departure SID is the RUDUS 4T. You can expect the exact same ENGINE FIRE scenario on 
takeoff so you’ve seen it before. From here on everything else is the same as the Captain except the ILS 
for the F/O will be to Runway 03 at Hahn. You can expect to lose your autothrottle as well and also our 
instructor forgot to clear the HYD fault so we didn’t have thrust reverse on the operating engine either. 
You may or may not get yours back. Go-around nil sighting on the ILS with the same mouth music using 
MANUAL THRUST and Hahn closes again. Divert to Main and check the weather. Good for the RNAV 
(GPS) Z RWY 07C. You may expect anytime to be vectored towards TAU (Taunus) VOR for a hold – both 
holds are on all the approach plates. If you didn’t hold in the first session, you will most likely have to 
enter the hold and do at least one complete turn before continuing. Don't forget to report entering the 
hold, time the outbound leg, and verbally identify the VOR fix. After a turn in the hold, you will most likely 
be cleared for the procedural approach. Same faults as before, [] GPS during your final descent causing a 
GO-AROUND. Same calls. Vectors for another identical approach, this time most likely to IF waypoint 
DF272. You’ll be able to land from this approach once again noting the close runway spacing. Land on 
07C.

The major difference on the F/O’s session is that upon roll-out on the runway during your final landing, 
ATC instructs that they see FIRE & FLAMES coming from one of your engines. Most likely from the one 
that was shut down. Try to position that engine downwind (winds were 120/10). You will need to evacuate. 
Stop on the runway. Make a quick PA “ATTENTION CREW AT STATIONS” X 2. (Note: Don’t call for a 
premature evacuation heh heh until you read it in the paper checklist). Turn on the STORM LIGHTS and 
accomplish the EVACUATION CHECKLIST from the back side of the QRH. It’s slow and cumbersome but 
it gets the job done. You may need to pull both fire handles. Grab torches, F/O clears the right cabin, 
Captain clears left. Complete!


